
American, b 1989.
Floridian, and yet another Scorpio brought into the world due to the legacy of
Saint Valentine.

Sorry.
Be happy you weren’t conceived in a grungy gas station restroom.

(Sorry.)
And consider yourself lucky not to be named after the lead singer of Motley
Crue. Or even have to remedy the fact that you might not be here if your father
wasn’t in a hair metal band.

But enough about them.
Although, I often consider what a functional family would have meant for my art
practice.
The thought finds itself tangled in my dad’s wild black curls. Oh, that’s
right.

I make art about and from trauma in hopes of forming communities. Sometimes,
it's my trauma and sometimes, it's yours. Sometimes, both.

I spent the last decade heavily devoted to human rights activism, while also
playfully negating reality with a small community of absurdist artists for whom
the Broward New Times once headlined as, Activists Prank Fort Lauderdale
Commissioners to Protest Homeless Hate Laws (Nov 2015). Jack Seiler, the previous
mayor of Fort Lauderdale, once defined us as the “Radical Homeless Faction” at
a commission meeting. In addition to our feral cheering, we had a tattoo party
at the collective house later that night; stick-and-poking “RHF” into each
other’s skin. Buddy Dyer, the previous mayor of Orlando, called us and our
friends, “Food Terrorists” for continuing to share food with the houseless
after he told us not to. Between my time with Food Not Bombs and Autonomous
Playhouse, I find myself wondering if I am more real now or then.

I once made-out with my boyfriend in the back of a cop car while its officer
bellowed slurs at me. You can imagine his reaction when the judge dismissed my
case based on the First Amendment.

I once cackled, wearing an orange jumpsuit with chains around my wrists and
ankles, in a New Orleans courtroom upon finding out that my friend and I were
being BANNED FOR LIFE from the French Quarter for BEING MENACES TO SOCIETY
after filming police brutality on Bourbon Street. We had spent three days in
prison.

I once had my fingerprints sent to the FBI for “Disturbing the Peace” because
the corrupt cops in Hackensack, New Jersey temporarily raised my charge to a
Class A Felony so they could keep me in jail for an entire week before seeing a
judge. I was sleeping in a public park.

I spent the first half of this profound decade houseless.

Another time, I tricked an officer into handcuffing me on national television
for sharing food with the houseless. The news media outlets edited out my
initial break in character when a sly smile rushed across my face. They kept me
mouthing “I love you” to my friend who asked for more so that in my attempt to
give it to her I would surely be arrested. They didn’t include her request.
Using social sculpture and stripped down power dynamics, I want to expose our
disconnection to one another. I want you to acknowledge your role in the
spectacle.

I want you to consider viewing the stranger nearby as someone you used to know.


